
30 mental health
survival habits
for new mums

 



Hi new mama, why are these
30 habits good for your

mental health? 
In our personal well-being journal, Handbook for Today, we talk about the 4 pillars
for well-being (caring for your physical self, caring for your inner self, connecting
with others, and connecting with the world around you).  All those things we think
are crucial to be roughly in balance. When you are becoming a mother, it adds a
pillar! To feel good as a mother, you want to care for your baby as well as connect
and bond with your newborn.

* Caring for a baby’s key physical needs (e.g. feeding, sleeping, nappy-changing, overall physical health) is of course absolutely
essential, and should be your number one priority. However this journal does not cover such practical aspects of baby-care.
There is lots of government and independent advice out there, in books and online, to assist you with looking after your baby’s
physical needs. 

The tick lists overleaf are there to give you some inspiration for your self-care,
based on satisfying all the needs you have as a person and new mom/mum/mama!
Some (or many) of the habits might seem obvious to you and it’s great if you are
practicing those habits already. The lists are simply a gentle reminder of little things
that have the power to make your day so much better. 

If you like this, find our more about our brand on Handbookfortoday.com! 
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Had a cuddle or giggle with my baby? 

Got showered, fully dressed and ready?

Taken some time to put my feet up? 

Gone for a walk, or just sat in a park or 
green space?

Had some entertainment for baby and me?

Had a healthy snack? 

Taken a day-time nap, or gone to bed
early, if I need it? 

Had a chat with a loved one? 

Taken something un-necessary off my 
to-do list? 

Spent quality time with my partner / alone? 

A simple list for you to tick ! 
Choose a list each day and challenge yourself to tick as many of the 10 habits

as you can! Ask yourself, today... have I....?
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List 1



Looked at my sleeping baby for a few
minutes? 

Made my bed?

Ignored some well-meant but unhelpful        
advice?

Taken time to appreciate nature? 

Planned some fun? 

Done some exercise? 

Met other people with my baby? 

Taken some time for myself? 

Drunk enough water? 

Had a “check in” chat with my partner/            
closest friend? 

A simple list for you to tick ! 
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Choose a list each day and challenge yourself to tick as many of the 10 habits
as you can! Ask yourself, today... have I....?

List 2



Spent some time with my baby doing
nothing specific?

Stuck to some sort of structure or routine? 

Given myself a compliment?

Dressed up nicely like my “old-self”?
 
Done something silly and fun, with or
without my baby?

Asked for help? 

Spent some time outdoors? 

Had a healthy meal, sitting down? 

Enjoyed some physical well-ness? 

Talked (honestly, worries and all) to 
someone who would listen?

A simple list for you to tick ! 
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Choose a list each day and challenge yourself to tick as many of the 10 habits
as you can! Ask yourself, today... have I....?

List 3


